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What happens when you add ing to different words?
There are 4 handy hints for adding ing to words.
This is handy hint 1.

For words that end in e, drop the e and add ing.
hope ---> hoping

Adding ing to the end of words

Learn Write and check Write it again

1

hope

hoping

take

taking

write

writing

drive

driving

decide

deciding

make

making

care

caring

stare

staring

Add ing to these
words.

like

___________________

smile

___________________

dance

___________________

amaze

___________________

shine

___________________

race

___________________

ride

___________________

liking

HANDY
HINT



Adding ing to the ends of words
When adding ing to words follow these simple hints: 

HINT 1 • For words that end in e, drop the e and add ing.   hope ---> hoping 

HINT 2 • For words that end in a consonant and have a vowel before it double the last   

 letter and add ing.   hop ---> hopping

HINT 3 • For words that have two vowels before the last letter just add ing.   sleep ---> sleeping 

HINT 4 • For words that have two consonants at the end just add ing.   help ---> helping

HANDY
HINTS

HINT 1 Examples

 writing

 riding

HINT 2 Examples

 clapping

running

HINT 3 Examples

 sailing

 looking

HINT 4 Examples

jumping

 walking
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sun    sea
sand star

Use the small words to make compound words to label the pictures.
You might have to use some words more than once.

Compound words

+ glasses       shine             castle
gull side fish

The

tea
shoe

+ cup
pot
spoon

lace
time

It’s
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possible

arm

clockwise

kind

fair

1. My clock has gone wrong. It’s going  __________________ !

2. It is  ___________________  to do these questions!

3. It is not nice to be  ___________________  to people.

4. It is so  ___________________ . I have to go to bed early!

5. The soldier was playing around with his gun. The Captain

  had to  ___________________  him.

Add the correct prefix to each word in the list and then fit them into these sentences.

More on prefixes

Write a sentence using the word unpleasant.

Write a sentence using the word pleasant.

Join the right prefix to make a new word.

un non  de  il    dis  ir

legal   comfort   regular   sense   seen   frost



Compound Words
Compound words are two or more small words joined together to make a bigger word. 

WORD + WORD = NEW WORD  or  WORD + WORD + WORD = NEW WORD 

Examples would be:

play + ground = playground sand + castle = sandcastle  rain + bow = rainbow

to + get + her = together  neck + lace = necklace   hand + bag = handbag

HANDY
HINTS

post + man

 = postman

toe + nail

 = toenail

foot + ball

 = football

gold + fish

 = goldfish

paint + brush

 = paintbrush




